Abstract-The intermittent and uncertain nature of renewables represents a major challenge for large scale adoption of sustainable energy resources. Of particular concern is the need to maintain both quality of grid frequency and low costs of regulation reserves in the face of increasing fluctuations in renewables. To this end, we propose an integrated dynamic market mechanism (DMM), which combines real-time market and frequency regulation allowing market players, including renewable generators and flexible consumers, to iteratively negotiate electricity prices at the wholesale level while using the most recent information on the available wind power and the quality of grid frequency. Main features of the integrated DMM are as follows: 1) a NewtonRaphson-based method, which leads to fast convergence to the optimal dispatch; and 2) use of an aggregated frequency error as a feedback signal for the negotiation process, which leads to reduced regulation capacity requirements. The benefits of this DMM are illustrated via simulations on the IEEE 118 bus system.
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NOMENCLATURE

D r
Set of flexible consumers G c Set of conventional generators G r Set of renewable generators φ n Set of consumer indices at node n θ n Set of conventional generator indices at node n ϑ n Set of renewable generator indices at node n Ω n Set of nodes adjacent to node n B nm Susceptance of the line n to m P nm Maximum capacity of the line n to m V Set of all network nodes B line Diagonal line susceptance matrix A Node incidence matrix A r Reduced order node incidence matrix A Dr Demand response incidence matrix A Gc
Conventional generator incidence matrix A Gr Renewable generator incidence matrix J eq Equivalent inertia of a balancing area
I. INTRODUCTION
I
NCREASING penetration of renewable energy resources (RER), motivated by sustainability concerns, introduces challenges across all aspects of power system planning and operations. The primary challenge presented by significant renewable penetration is their intermittency. As there can be a substantial discrepancy between the predicted and actual renewable generation in the system [1] , the grid requires a large number of fast-ramping reserves, usually provided by natural gas-fired power plants [2] . However, as the penetration of renewables continues to rise, these reserve requirements may become prohibitively expensive [3] .
The use of demand response (DR) is a popular approach suggested of late to address intermittency and uncertainty in renewable generation. Real-time pricing has been widely viewed as the key to large scale implementation of demand response (see [4] for an overview). This usually involves scheduling consumption during periods of low prices to minimize costs to consumers or to optimize grid level operations. As there may be an inherent uncertainty in allowing consumers to react to price, stability of the grid may be compromised and can lead to a volatile market [5] , [3] . In these papers and others that have dealt with DR, the framework is often one where any DR-compatible consumers act as price takers; that is, the consumers react to prices after they are settled instead of actively participating in the wholesale market.
In addition to market level solutions, enhancing current frequency regulation practice is crucial for accommodating high penetration of renewable power. Frequency regulation is necessitated by imbalances in power that occur between any two market clearing instances caused due to unpredictable inflexible demand and/or intermittent RERs. This correction is typically implemented through the use of automatic generation control (AGC) in response to the error in grid frequency [6] . As renewable penetration increases, new integrated solutions that address both the market-level needs and the AGC needs are warranted and are being proposed [7] - [9] . Reference [7] proposes a hierarchical approach for combining economic dispatch and regulation based on the disturbance segmentation. Reference [8] proposes frequency aware economic dispatch for handling significant grid frequency errors. More recently, reference [9] proposes modifications to the AGC which allow a better integration with the optimal power flow (OPF) problem. This paper proposes an alternative market structure that has the ability to efficiently embrace DR and AGC and accommodate intermittency and uncertainty that are concomitant in renewable generation, leading to efficient integration of renewables at the market level and reduced regulation requirements at the AGC level. This market structure consists of an integrated dynamic market mechanism (DMM) and builds on the DMM framework proposed in [10] - [13] . This DMM proposes that DR-compatible consumers act as price setters, by playing an active role in the electricity market leading toward financially binding agreement involving quantity and price. It consists of a distributed decision making process in which market players and the ISO iteratively exchange information until an optimal generation/consumption dispatch is reached. Such distributed operation paradigms have been identified as the means to wider adoption of renewables and demand response, particularly at the retail level [14] , [15] . The iterative approach in DMM allows the incorporation of any real-time information that becomes available about the intermittent RER, thereby having the potential to generate higher social welfare when compared to the typical 5 minute OPF [13] . In [11] , integration with the AGC timescales is explored and conditions under which the resulting hierarchical transactive structure can achieve an improved performance is explored.
The DMM proposed in [10] - [13] however suffers from two major deficiencies: i) the speed of convergence of the underlying gradient method imposes significant limitations on the rate of convergence and therefore the requisite market clearing period; ii) the impact of the DMM on faster time-scales for frequency regulation and AGC is not addressed. In this paper, we address both of these deficiencies.
We propose an integrated DMM in this paper that combines real-time market clearing procedure with automatic generation control and allows for highly efficient and timely operation of power systems with large penetration of intermittent RER power. The integrated DMM is derived in two steps. In the first step, we propose the use of a modified Newton-Raphson method which ensures significantly faster convergence and therefore a shorter market clearing period compared to that of the OPF. Additionally, the proposed method ensures that sensitive information, such as generation/consumption bounds and cost/utility curves, remain private to producers/consumers. In the second step, we propose the use of an aggregated grid frequency error as a feedback signal from the frequency regulation layer to the market layer for improving optimal dispatch. By shifting some of the frequency error to the real-time market, the integrated DMM is shown to lower regulation requirements at the AGC level.
In Section II, we outline the DMM algorithm, give conditions for provable convergence and discuss the real-time implementation. In Section III, we describe the integrated DMM which combines real-time market and frequency regulation in order to correct market dispatches. In Section IV simulation results are presented. Section V provides concluding remarks.
II. PROPOSED ELECTRICITY MARKET MODEL
In this section, we present the first step in our integrated market design, which corresponds to DMM. Following preliminaries that present the overall time scales, the framework for market clearing is presented in Section II-B. This is followed by the actual DMM in II-C, its convergence properties in II-D, wind model in II-E, load and solar modeling in II-F and details of implementation in the remaining sections.
A. Preliminaries
We denote x i as the value of quantity x at time t i (see Fig. 1 ). We then denote four different time-scales, t k , t K , t m , and t M , with corresponding periods T k , T K , T m , T M , where T = t +1 − t for time-scale . The periods T K and T M correspond to the existing time-scales associated with AGC dispatch and real-time market clearing time (and are typically 5 sec and 5 min, respectively). The periods T k and T m are introduced to define our integrated DMM, where
T M , and will be defined more precisely later. Finally, we define index sets Φ m , Φ M , Ψ m , and Ψ M , where
B. Economic Dispatch Framework With Barrier Functions
In order to describe the DMM, we start with market clearing, the procedure by which economic dispatch is carried out [13] . Participants in this market are generation companies (GenCos) that seek to recover their fuel costs, consumer companies (ConCos) who seek to procure electric energy for their needs, and ISO who acts on behalf of ConCos and GenCos, maximizing the utility of ConCos while minimizing the cost of GenCos. The objective function that the ISO uses to solve this optimization problem is commonly termed Social Welfare, denoted here by S W and defined as
where quadratic utility curves of flexible consumers and quadratic cost curves of conventional and renewable generators are given in (1), (2) and (3), respectively.
(1)
Parameters b and c in the above equations reflect base and incremental cost-utility parameters, respectively, while P Dri is the power demand of flexible consumers and P Gci and P Gri is the power supplied by conventional and renewable generators. The overall market clearing can then be written as the following optimization problem.
subject tô
In this problem, prediction of inflexible power consumption at node n is denoted byP Dcn and δ n denotes the voltage angle at node n. One of the nodes must be designated as the reference node, at which the voltage angle is defined to be zero. This is a typical assumption for finding a unique solution for power flow problems, also known as the slack bus. Since the true wind generation is not known beforehand, based on wind predictions, an estimateP Gri is used in (8).
The optimization problem is then solved to compute solu-
T , where all of the variables comprising vector x are themselves vectors, e.g.
T . Throughout this paper we assume vector notation by omitting the corresponding index.
One can accommodate the inequality constraints through the use of barrier functions [16] . For this purpose, we express the constraints in (6)- (8) as g 1i (x) ≥ 0, i ∈ D r , G c , G r , and note that these constraints stem from GenCos and ConCos. We express the constraints in (9) as g 2j (x) ≥ 0, j ∈ V , which stem from the transmission system limitations. We now define barrier functions β 1 (x) and β 2 (x) as
where ν is a small positive constant used to adjust the slope of the barrier. Using these barrier functions, which penalize the solution as it approaches the boundaries of the constraints in (6)- (9), we construct a modified cost function of the form
The power balance in (5) can be written as
in which system parameter matrices A, A r and B line , defined in the nomenclature, are a part of a standard DC power flow representation in matrix form [17] . Since we are primarily interested in controlling active power, we utilize the DC power flow representation to reduce computational complexity (the general non-linear AC-OPF is non-convex and cannot be solved in polynomial time). Parameter matrices A Dr , A Gc and A Gr are incidence matrices used to map generation and consumption to their respective nodes. For example, A Dr (i, j) = 1 if flexible consumer j is at node i and 0 otherwise. The reader is referred to [17] for further details. The underlying optimization problem becomes
By choosing ν to be small, the optimal solution of (13) approaches that of problem (4)- (9). The Lagrangian of the optimization problem can be expressed as
The typical procedure in the OPF method is to find the optimal solution x and the corresponding Lagrangian multipliers λ n to determine the optimal dispatch and locational marginal prices. In today's industry, the market clearing procedure is carried out periodically with period T M (see Fig. 1 ). In the following subsection, we propose a dynamic market mechanism which clears the market with a shorter period T m .
C. Derivation of DMM
The optimization problem in (13) is addressed in the DMM through continued negotiations between generators, consumers, and the ISO with period T k and is described below. For this purpose, a saddle point of the Lagrangian (14) of problem (13) could be found using a first order gradient interior point method as in [13] . This method required on the order of 100,000 iterations for convergence.
Due to slow convergence of such methods, we solve the same optimization problem using a modified version of the Newton-Raphson method. Second order methods, such as this one, require orders of magnitude fewer iterations to converge, and thus, are more suitable for time-critical operations.
To apply Newton-Raphson method, we compute the Hessian and gradient of the Lagrangian as
where
To ensure that the Hessian remains non-singular, the Hessian H k is modified tō
where c is a positive scalar chosen so that H k is positive definite [16] . This results in a DMM given by wherê
and α is a suitably chosen step size.
D. Convergence of DMM
In this section we will show that iterates (17)- (19) converge to the unique optimum of problem (13) for a sufficiently small step size α.
Theorem 1: IfH is positive definite and the initial state
, there exists a step size α such that the DMM iterates (17)- (19) converge to the unique global optimum of problem (13) .
See Appendix for the proof of Theorem 1.
E. Wind Model and Prediction
To simulate wind generation, we utilize the model from [18] and generate a non-dimensional random process w K as w
is a rational transfer function of order n and unity DC gain, θ is a vector of parameters, and each element of r K i is a Gaussian random variable N (μ, σ 2 ). Each sequence r K i is statistically independent for each wind farm i. To normalize w K , we use μ = 1 and σ = 1/3 (see Fig. 2 ). The actual power produced by a wind farm is then calculated using
where P Gri is the nominal power of wind farm i. For simplicity, we assume that all turbines in the same wind farm receive the same wind profile, which can occur in concentrated wind farms [19] .
Since the true wind generation is not known during market clearing, the upper boundP Gri from (8) must be estimated using wind prediction. Increasing penetration of wind generation has made accurate wind predictions essential to power systems operation (see [20] for a detailed overview). For short term operations, a range of statistical models have been applied to wind forecasting, including auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) models, among others [21] .
We assume in this paper that P Gri,true can be estimated aŝ w
andθ is an estimate of θ with a parameter error θ. To computer K i , we assume that wind conditions in the past are perfectly known, but that there is a stochastic error introduced when trying to predict future wind conditions. That is, we set
A similar wind prediction model can also be utilized in the OPF-method, where the estimate ofr K i is updated at the corresponding time-scale T M . That is, one can choosê Fig. 2 shows an example of these prediction techniques for a single wind farm over 25 minutes.
F. Solar and Load Predictions
In addition to large wind farms, we also incorporate distributed rooftop solar generation. Typically, this type of generation is subtracted from base load for power system operations. To simulate fluctuations in load and rooftop solar, we utilize data from [22] and [23] which provide aggregated solar and load data on a 5 minute basis. Solar data is from Massachusetts on July 31, 2006 and load data is from ISO-NE on July 31, 2015. We non-dimensionalized these data sets by dividing by their average value over that day.
In our simulations, we assume a rooftop solar penetration level of 10%. We can then combine the solar and load data sets to yield a non-dimensional net load factor for each 5 minute period of the day. This data sequence will be called l M true and is shown in Fig. 3 . This profile, which has drops in the morning and afternoon and a peak in the evening, is typically known as the "duck curve".
The actual conventional consumption at bus n at time K can be expressed as P
true ∀K ∈ Ψ M and P Dcn is the nominal consumption at bus n. Since predictions for the next five minute period are equal to the consumption in the current period, the predicted value for period M is justP
G. Distributed Implementation of DMM
We now discuss how the DMM in (17)- (19) can be implemented by the market players which include the ISO, GenCos, and ConCos in a distributed manner. Each iteration of DMM requires the full update of the gradient of Lagrangian and the update of the Hessian from (16) . We first analyze the gradient of Lagrangian given by
To derive the negotiation process for DMM, we analyze each of the terms in (20) individually. First,
is composed of cost-utility curves which belong to generators and consumers as
Second, ∇ x (β 1 (x k )) is composed of barrier functions used to incorporate limits of generation and demand as
for ∈ D r , G c , G r . Each row in (21) and (22) is evaluated by a corresponding generator or consumer. The combination
represents the marginal cost of production (or marginal value of utility) for each entity at the current negotiation.
Third, ∇ x (β 2 (x k )) is composed of barrier functions used to incorporate transmission system constraints as
The gradient in (24) is entirely evaluated by the ISO.
Additionally, each iteration of DMM requires the updated Hessian
Values of ∇ 2 xx (β 1 ) and ∇ 2 xx (β 2 ), which are needed to evaluate the Hessian, contain information about the barriers on generation and consumption which might be considered private. To compute the true Hessian H k , ∇ 2 xx (β 1 ) and ∇ 2 xx (β 2 ) needs to be available to the ISO at every iteration. To avoid this, the Hessian is approximated asĤ in the following waŷ
This approximation is of high accuracy when DMM states are away from the barriers, since
To avoid sharing incremental cost-utility coefficients c , we propose that the ISO use estimates for the values inĤ, which could be a modification of the ones from the day ahead market clearing, or obtained by inference based on the type of generator or consumer. Regardless of the approach taken to obtain these coefficients, it is important to note that the equilibrium of the DMM will not be affected, but the paths that the state variables take (and hence the convergence time) will be altered.
It can be proven that the DMM with a constantĤ converges to the global optimum of (13) for a sufficiently small step size α following an identical series of arguments as the proof of Theorem 1. We now require that c is chosen sufficiently large to makeĤ positive definite. In addition to the privacy benefit, we note that unlike H k , the approximationĤ remains constant for all iterations k. Therefore, a single offline inversion ofĤ is sufficient to implement the proposed market clearing mechanism, greatly reducing computational requirements. We see in (17) that to update x k to x k+1 , we require the product of a dense matrixĤ −1 and the vector ∇ x L(x k ,λ k ). This vector contains information about market players' costs, and so we wish to avoid making
to all players at every iteration would also require extensive communication infrastructure. Thus, to preserve privacy and to simplify the communication structure, we propose the following two-stage implementation for the DMM in (17)- (19) : i) the ISO sends out a negotiation state x k to all market players participating in DMM; ii) each market player responds with ∇ xi f (x k i ) which is the marginal cost, including barrier functions, of market player i for the negotiation x k . After this two-stage communication, the ISO can evaluate ∇ x (β 2 (x k )) for the transmission constraints and can compute the next negotiation state x k+1 . This negotiation process continues until convergence is achieved. Such a two-stage implementation, however, implies that every negotiation requires communication from the ISO to the market players and back. This in turn implies that round trip communication is required at each iteration.
H. Accommodating Wind Intermittency
Constraints enforced by barrier functions (6)-(8) tend to change from one market period to the next, due to changes in wind forecast, operating conditions and energy consumption throughout the day. To smoothly accommodate this change, we add another feature to the DMM to dynamically shift barrier functions in response to a change in inequality constraints.
Moving the barrier functions in a single iteration may cause g 1 (x k ) to become negative, but the barrier functions are only properly defined for g 1 (x k ) > 0. To avoid this scenario, the barrier functions are moved incrementally by an amount no larger than a fraction γ ∈ (0, 1) of the distance between current and desired position of the barrier. The algorithm for shifting an upper barrierP and a lower barrier P for a power variable P ∈ P Dr , P Gc , P Gr can be written as
whereP k and P k are the barrier locations at iteration k, and P m and P m are the desired barrier locations of the corresponding market player for period T m . In the case of wind generators, we setP m =P Gr .
I. Clearing Intervals
All negotiations occur at time instants t k , whose period T k is assumed to be such that enough iterations can occur in a market period T m . The assumption is that negotiations that occur between t m−1 and t m converge well before t m and the resulting dispatch is used for operations during the period [t m , t m+1 ]. In other words, during the negotiation phase, each negotiation x k is only a potential dispatch, and is not financially binding until t = t m . The market dispatches for flexible consumption and generation are P
m are the optimal values to which the DMM converges for market period T m .
III. INTEGRATION WITH AGC
In this section, we address the second step of the proposed integrated DMM, which pertains to AGC. The purpose of AGC, as mentioned in the introduction, is to deal with fluctuations in load and generation that occur at a faster time-scale and cannot be anticipated at the market time-scales. The electricity grid is divided into Balancing Authorities, which are connected to each other through tie lines. Each Balancing Authority is obligated to help maintain the balance between supply and demand of power in the connected system. Imbalances occur due to deviation between scheduled and measured tie line flows and deviation from nominal system frequency (60 Hz in the US). Area Control Error (ACE), defined in the next section, is a quantity that determines an individual Balancing Authority's overall obligation to maintain power balance.
The typical procedure in AGC is to use ACE to adjust generator setpoints with a period T K (typically 4-6 sec) based on the error in frequency [6] . This is at a much faster time-scale than those of market clearing in today's real-time market, which occurs with a period T M of 5 minutes. In addition to the existing implementation of AGC, we propose a feedback algorithm for using a suitable aggregation of the error in system frequency over a period T m of DMM as a correction to the power balance constraint. This is discussed in more detail below.
A. AGC Modeling
For simplicity, we consider a single balancing area with tie line flows. The Area Control Error (ACE) is defined as
where P T L is the scheduled tie line power flow (negative meaning into balancing area) and Δ T L is the error in tie line flow. Conventional generators (and some loads such as induction motors) adjust automatically to changes in system frequency. This automatic adjustment is known as primary control, the goal of which is to arrest changes in frequency following a power imbalance. The sum of these effects is captured by the equivalent frequency bias of the balancing area, denoted by B eq . Since this quantity is difficult to measure accurately, most Balancing Authorities use a bias of 1% of peak load [24] , and this is the approach we take in this paper. While primary control stabilizes frequency, it will not return the system to nominal frequency or reduce the ACE to zero. This is accomplished by secondary control. As stated in [6] , secondary control should send ACE to zero roughly 10 minutes following a disturbance. We try to replicate this response in our model of AGC.
A simple area-level discrete time model for system frequency can be written as
and J eq is the total inertia of the balancing area and it is assumed that ω 0 = ω ref .
We should note that high renewable penetration can reduce the equivalent inertia of balancing areas. This problem has been identified as one of the limiting factors in high renewable penetration [25] [26] . We assume that our system has sufficient inertia for stable operation. The true wind generation, P K Gri,true is due to the wind conditions at time t K . In this paper, we assume that all conventional generators that are dispatched in the real-time market participate in providing regulation services by supplying an incremental quantity of power P K regi in response to ACE at each AGC update period t K . The total regulation power is where K R is a control gain chosen so that closed-loop stability is ensured and the settling time T s and response time T r are within certain specifications [6] . A typical AGC response with primary and secondary loops in place is shown in Figure 4 , following a sudden loss of 50MW of power. The true power produced by a conventional generator includes the market dispatch as well as frequency regulation.
In this paper we assume that DR resources adhere to their market dispatch, so P Dr,true = P Dr,market .
B. Feedback From AGC to DMM
To integrate AGC and DMM layers, any non-zero average ACE that may be present is propagated from the AGC layer to the DMM layer by the means of a hierarchical feedback control loop. In this paper, we build on the feedback implementation from [11] by giving it additional and more detailed structure through the following procedure. Frequency error is aggregated over the period of a single DMM market clearing T m as
We note that all DMM negotiations at t k ∈ [t m−1 , t m ] use information obtained over the previous period T m−1 , and hence the aggregated frequency information available at t m−1 corresponds to ω m−2 . The aggregated ACE for this period
is fed back into the DMM in the form of a modified power balance h (x) = 0 that replaces h(x) = 0, defined below.
whereB is a vector of elementsB n = i∈θn B i , ∀n ∈ V . Intuitively, the role of vectorB is to disaggregate frequency error and to distribute it to the nodes with generators who committed to provide regulation. Such implementation allows the aggregated frequency error to be met optimally by the market. This means that Demand Response resources can also I  ADDITION OF FLEXIBLE CONSUMERS TO 118 BUS GRID   TABLE II  ADDITION OF RENEWABLE GENERATORS TO 118 BUS GRID participate in regulating grid frequency in an economically efficient manner. In this paper, we assume that renewable generators do not provide regulation.
The choice of the feedback gain K L in (37) is dictated, in general, by conditions of stability and optimality. That is, K L should be chosen so that stability of the combined DMM+AGC system is ensured, while also ensuring that the quantity e ACE is as small as possible, which is defined as
An analytical procedure for determining K L that guarantees stability can be established along the lines of [11] . However, for the purposes of this paper, we select K L empirically, such that both of the above requirements are satisfied. Details of this choice are provided Section IV. With the above feedback from AGC, the integrated DMM consists of solving (13) with the equality constraint replaced by h (x) = 0. The iterates of the integrated DMM at the time scale t k take the form
Eqs. (39)- (41) together with the AGC iterates (31) and AGC aggregation defined by (36) constitute the new integrated DMM proposed in this paper.
IV. DMM SIMULATION
In this section we validate the integrated DMM described above using a modified 118 bus test case that includes wind generation and flexible consumption. The performance of the integrated DMM is evaluated both with and without feedback from AGC.
A. IEEE 118 Bus Grid
All simulations were performed on a modified IEEE 118 bus network [27] . While the grid topology, base demand at each bus, and generator data were left unchanged from the original test files, flexible consumers and renewable generators were added according to Tables I and II . When flexible consumer i is added at a bus, the base demand at that bus was decreased by P Dri , with 10% of the total demand chosen to be flexible. The base and incremental costs of flexible consumers are b Dri = 40 and c Dri = −0.3 ∀i. For simplicity, we assume that demand adheres to its dispatch from the market clearing.
The total nominal capacity P Gr of all wind generators is chosen as 30% of total generation in the grid and scattered throughout at buses that already contain conventional generation. The base and incremental costs of renewable generators are b Gri = 1 and c Gri = 0.1 ∀i. In all simulations, the frequency bias B eq = 500 MW/Hz was set to 1% of the peak load, K R = 0.04, and J eq = 13, 000. We also enforce power flow limits of 300 MW on all transmission lines so that some of the lines are congested.
Before starting the simulation, an initial set of negotiations was assumed to occur so that we begin with an appropriate initial dispatch at T 0 . We use α = 0.01, γ = 0.1, ν = 10 and c = 1 in all simulations, and select our initial state variables halfway between their corresponding barrier functions; if a variable has no barrier functions, we assume it starts at zero.
B. Test Cases
We run two sets of test cases. The first set allows for parameter error in wind prediction defined in Section II-E, with θ ∈ {−5%, 0%, +5%}. The second set allows for error in tie line flow defined in Section III-A, with Δ T L ∈ {−5%, 0%, +5%}. In each case, for a given gain K L , we run the DMM for 50 market clearings over a 25 minute window, for 30 different realizations of wind power w K . Each of these 1500 runs is then repeated for eight different gain values K L ∈ {0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5}. Finally, over the same 25 minute window, the OPF market model is run for 30 realizations of wind power, and we investigate the effect on the area control error e ACE .
C. Simulation Results and Discussion
We now outline the main results of the market simulations. We start by illustrating the ability of the DMM to rapidly schedule conventional generators and flexible consumers in response to wind predictions at the market level, which is shown in Fig. 5 , through the total P Gc,market , P Gr,true , and P Dr,true (denoted as P Gc , P Gr , and P Dr ) over a 25 minute period. It is seen that during periods of low wind generation, the DMM dispatches include higher conventional generation and lower flexible consumption. During periods of high wind generation, conventional generation is lowered and flexible consumption is increased. Note that Fig. 5 shows the power scheduled through the market. In Fig. 6 we also plot the active power produced by each generator, P Gc,true , which includes power from both market dispatch and frequency regulation.
We also show the individual DMM iterations for one of these market clearings in Fig. 7 . We see that at 420 seconds into the simulation, there is an increase in flexible consumption P Dr due to changes in wind prediction. These predictions are made available at t = 390 seconds. Fig. 7 shows the iterations that lead to this convergence. In many cases, we observe that convergence is achieved well in advance of the 30 second dispatch window.
Next we illustrate the effects the DMM has on the AGC system in Fig. 8 , where we plot the area control error over the course of a 25 minute simulation with K L = 1. One can observe that the peaks in ACE are less severe for the DMM simulations than the OPF.
Finally, we quantify these benefits through the normalized performance metricē, defined as and investigate the effects of the feedback gain K L by running the test cases. As seen in Figs. 9 and 10,ē is on average less than one for all of the feedback gains in this range. This indicates that, on average, the DMM model reduces the root mean square error in ACE when compared with the OPF. As additional feedback is added, we see further reduction in the root mean square error. However, when the feedback gain increases beyond 2, we start to see an increase inē. This indicates that for this system, the optimal feedback gain K L is approximately 1.5. We see that these results also hold when there is error in parameter estimation and tie line flow. These results show that feedback from the regulation layer to the market layer can significantly reduce the burden on the AGC system. In future work, we aim to model the regulation market explicitly and evaluate the cost savings of these improvements.
D. Practical Considerations
The discussions above clearly show that the DMM approach introduces additional communication burden, since several negotiations have to occur over a market clearing period between various players. For instance, a negotiation time-sale of the order of T k = 30 ms implies that in a 118-bus, about 1000 iterations were needed to achieve power imbalance of the order of less than 10 watts at each bus. This brings up the question of scalability of DMM. To address this, we implemented DMM on larger grids up to a 3120 bus model of a Polish grid. It was observed that the number of iterations did not increase with size, with a 3120-bus requiring about 1200 iterations (at moderate levels of congestion). Rather, the number of iterations depends for the most part on the choice of step size and level of congestion. An adaptive step-size may be highly beneficial and is the subject of future research.
We note that a bandwidth of 1 Mb/sec, which is a typical data rate of Power Line Communication [28] , is sufficient to communicate the required negotiations every 30 ms. As rapid real-time communication is prevalent in many emerging smart grid concepts [29] , [30] , such a bandwidth requirement may be easily met with advances in communication technology.
The requirement of repeated communication also brings up the question of robustness to communication outages. It was observed in our simulations that the DMM still converged with dropped messages, even as the percentage, π, of dropped messages was increased to 20%, at the expense of increased convergence time. An analytical estimation of the exact bound on π for which convergence can be guaranteed is beyond the scope of this paper. It should be noted that our approach requires no other physical measurements other than those of frequency, which needs to be communicated only every 30 seconds.
Finally, it should also be noted that each iteration of DMM requires very little computational effort. As mentioned in Section II-G, the Hessian matrix is only inverted once, prior to implementation. Thus, each iteration consists of simple matrix-vector multiplications.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have described an integrated DMM which combines real-time market and frequency regulation to accommodate intermittency of RERs. We have demonstrated via simulations on the IEEE 118-bus system that: i) a NewtonRaphson-based DMM implementation enables more frequent economic dispatch than the OPF, on the order of 30 sec rather than 5 min; ii) use of an aggregate frequency error at the realtime market reduces the root mean square error in area control error by 10%-40% for an appropriately chosen feedback gain; iii) our feedback structure allows demand response resources to help stabilize grid frequency in an economically efficient manner. Additionally, we obtain these improvements while preserving the privacy of the market players' information at the real-time market. Together, these numbers demonstrate the proposed integrated DMM can serve as a viable alternative at the real-time market and AGC time-scales. Integrating DMM into the existing framework of planning and operations is a topic for future study.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof: We prove Theorem 1 using the following two steps:
Step 1: Problem (13) is strictly convex.
Step 1 follows because the equality constraints are affine and the objective function is strictly convex over the domain of interest, since the cost curves of the GenCo's are strictly convex, the utility curves of ConCo's are strictly concave, and the barrier functions are strictly convex for g(x) > 0. This also implies that KKT conditions [16] are sufficient for global optimality.
Step 2: There exists a step size α such that the sequence x k converges to a stationary point of L(x, λ).
Step 2 can be proved as follows. We rewrite the iterates from (17) as
where L c is the Lagrangian of the problem of minimizing f (x) + c 2 ||h(x)|| 2 subject to h(x) = 0. For all feasible points (i.e. for all x such that h(x) = 0), these are identical problems, and so their minima coincide. Next we require that ∇L c is Lipschitz continuous, or that
holds for some L > 0, where X = {x|L c (x) ≤ L c (x 0 )}. Since L c is twice continuously differentiable on X , condition (44) holds for some L > 0. From (43) we define a direction d k = −(H k ) −1 ∇L c which is a descent direction of L c whenH k is positive definite. Thus, for a sufficiently small step size α, x k remains in the set X for every k.
As noted in [16] , if the Lipschitz condition (44) holds, and if α is chosen such that
then every limit point of x k is a stationary point of L c . Since a stationary point of L c corresponds with a stationary point of L,
Step 2 holds. From
Step 2, the DMM converges to a stationary point of L, and so the KKT conditions are met at this point. As argued in Step 1, KKT conditions are sufficient for global optimality, thus proving Theorem 1. Furthermore, since N is full rank, the gradients of the equality constraints are linearly independent, and so all feasible points are regular. This implies that the KKT conditions are also necessary and that the optimal Lagrange multipliers (LMPs) are unique.
